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Step Forth to Receive Your Christhood!

I Omega, have come to impart to you, each one, the understanding of 
the necessary preparation of the womb of consciousness to receive your 

Christhood. For it must be forged, honed, and fashioned after the attainment 
of God Quality that streams forth from your Mighty I AM Presence. It 
is not enough to merely know the Good News of the Glories of your own 
God Presence. For you are required to uphold the same caliber of Divine 
Qualities as exhibited by Beloved Jesus when he came forth, coming into 
the world of form just as you, incarnating, moving here, in the realms of 
time and space, operating through a fourfold body fashioned of the Pranic 
Breaths of the elemental forces of nature and expected to master them, to 
learn how to draw forth the God Qualities of the Presence, to co-create 
with these forces in the Perfection and Holiness that would stand the test 
of time and could be offered up to the Altar of the Most High.

Perhaps you have not considered that your trek and sojourn through life 
in this physical octave is one and the same as that of Blessed Jesus. But I, 
Omega, AM here to proclaim that you are ever as blessed, ever as precious 
in My Sight, as though I were your earthly mother, having given birth to 
you in the physical. For I hold you so very dear to My Heart and want for 
no less than for all of the Abundance of the Light of the Presence to flow 
through you and establish more of the release of the currents of Divine Light 
from Cosmic Realms on High, and for you to be able to conduct that Light 
through your own temple to bless more of My Children. 

Oh, how glorious it is to observe your Victories of overcoming and the 
Divine Spark of your Threefold Flame as it expands upon the altar of your 
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Heart with each Victory. Know that I AM breathing upon that Spark of 
Light, nourishing it, attending as a mother to your Flame, enabling it to 
expand and expand so that as it shines forth, it radiates to all — the Good 
News of the Blessing of your Christhood that is ever known to My Heart.

Oh, for the day when more lightbearers of the world will awaken to 
acknowledge their Mighty I AM Presence, the Source of all Life and 
Intelligence for their lifestream, and will call forth the Light to expand 
through their vehicles of consciousness until that Light touches every part 
of their life! Then and only then will they truly know what it means to be 
at Peace! To be filled with Fearlessness! So that they might embrace the 
patterns of the Divine Plan intended for them to win their Victory before 
the close of this lifetime! Oh, how many yearn to have a glimpse of that 
Divine Plan. But know well, Blessed Ones, it will not be forthcoming until 
enough Light is anchored in your body temple to perform the tasks and 
the attainment required to fulfill that Divine Mission. For your Presence 
would not have you step into a role where you are not prepared. 

You may look at the involvements in life throughout even just this 
incarnation and consider each one is in a state of preparation for what 
may come. Oft times it is not clear to your outer consciousness that these 
initiations and life’s lessons are intended to be fashioned into momentums 
of overcoming, readying you to have a greater portion of your Divine 
Plan revealed. You may think that it would be so much easier if only the 
Ascended Masters would lay out every future detail of the plan intended 
for your lifestream. But where is the teaching, the learning, the Mastery? 
Many times you would be tempted to lunge ahead recklessly, unprepared 
and prematurely, not realizing that you were skipping over many of the 
fundamental lessons required. 

Though you have very recently come to the conscious awareness of 
Our Instruction on Cosmic Law and Truth as conveyed by Our Anointed 
Representatives, you cannot discount what you have already mastered in 
previous incarnations. This is why your Causal Body is so key to your Victory. 
For without the ability to call forth those momentums of Victories, you are 
relegated only to the attainment you have garnered in this lifetime. This 
would be shortsighted and would limit the fruitful expansion of your Light.

But such is not the case. For in Wisdom, you have learned, in such a 
short time, the importance of the Constancy of striving toward the Heart 
of God. For it is that very momentum of striving that draws forth more of 
the Mother Light — the White Light of Purity — that charges through 
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your four lower bodies and prepares them to receive the momentums of 
your Causal Body and put them into wise use.

Oh, how tragic it is when some of My Children become impatient 
and intolerant with their own lifestream. To say nothing of those who are 
intolerant with others and consider Our Activity of no value to them, so 
they turn their back to the Truth of the Law and slither away in the darkness 
of night. How tragic indeed! For no one can know the exact moment when 
Mastery and Victory over life will finally dawn upon their consciousness, 
when the charge of Light of their own Mighty I AM Presence will at least 
begin to flow through them undaunted, releasing the constant flow of Divine 
Light that is so Holy and Sacred. 

Understand that you are on the threshold of stepping through another veil 
of human consciousness into the Light. Then you can have the forbearance 
throughout all of the days of your incarnation, waiting on the Lord, holding 
fast in Hope and Faith that all is right with your world as long as the Light 
is flowing through your Crystal Cord into your Heart Flame and nourishing 
your life.

Put impatience and intolerance into the Violet Flame and learn how 
to hold your tongue, save anything pass your lips that is not loving, kind, 
compassionate, and the Truth of the Law. Hold fast to the Realms of Light 
where Holy Angels can attend to your lifestream. You have heard from the 
Archeiae of the glorious Realms of God Quality that they come to convey 
to you, holding the balance for you, clearing the pathway for you, depositing 
enough Light to surround you so that you will step forth every moment in 
the Greater Mastery of the Christ Consciousness, knowing the right and 
how to proceed with the affairs of your life.

This Mastery requires great understanding of how the Law of God works 
within you. You do not merely stumble and fall to arise fully conscious 
in the Light. It occurs, Blessed Ones, increment by increment, according 
to the way you live your days. And by the close of this incarnation, if you 
have striven to achieve every Opportunity that your Presence has intended 
for your lifestream, you will have reached the fullness of Victory planned 
for this incarnation. You must know that before your current incarnation 
the Presence had determined the extent of your capabilities, in light of 
your previous momentums, together with the limitations of your karma. 
However, your Presence never limits your ability to transcend that karma 
or exceed the Opportunities planned for this incarnation. You can expand 
your Light into the Limitless Light as much as you are capable of drawing 
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forth! You can become so filled with Light that this could well be your final 
incarnation. Even now, you can ascend into the Heart of your Mighty I AM 
Presence and become an Ascended Master of the Light!

I prefer that you hold this Freedom in your consciousness! For in those 
days when you are less tolerant, less patient with your own lifestream or 
others, you must be reminded that every erg of energy that is squandered 
is lost opportunity to gain the Ascension at the close of this lifetime!

Guard well the Light and the Opportunity that you receive! Hold fast 
to it. Recognize when you are straying outside of that momentum that is 
so very present in the Threefold Flame of your own Heart. To do this, you 
must know the Heart. You must enter the Heart Flame regularly so that 
these Patterns of Perfection and the High Ideals of God Wisdom sown 
into that Heart Flame from the Mighty I AM Presence and from the great 
Cosmic Beings that serve Earth’s evolutions will be recognized, will be 
familiar — far more familiar than the human creation that swirls around 
you. Then, at last, you will know what it means to be Home. Home in the 
Light. Home in the Vibration that allows God to be present, that allows 
the Holy Angels from every Realm of Glory to stream forth, ministering 
to you who are indeed My very own Children and assisting each one of you 
to fulfill your Fiery Destiny.

Go forth, Beloved Ones, proclaiming the Light of God and receiving 
the Good News that your Christhood is born this day!

I AM your Cosmic Mother, Omega of the Central Sun.


